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result of the blade insertion because only small dissipation takes place
during the test. Figures in 5A-1, taken from [II,

showed this pw behavior in

sand and soft clay for the first time by measurement using the special
University of British Columbia research dilatometer.

GPE has tried the method at one site , with the favorable results shown in
Figure 5A-2. Part (a> of this figure shows the pw results from a DMT sounding
made at about low tide immediately adjacent to a salt water marsh and pw fits
nicely between the range of hydrostatic pressures from the tidal range. Part
(b) shows

pw

data from 2 soundings, 400 ft. apart, that appear to show a

possible surprise transition from hydrostatic as determined from a shallow
boring and the lesser sea level hydrostatic in the underlying limestone (a
deep salt water channel -c. 1 mi from the DMT probably intersects the
limestone).

Our

study

of

Fin.

S-2

data,

and

other

pw

data from this site, suggests a

tentative lower limit of ID = 1.2 (boundary between silty SAND and sandy SILT)
for the use of pw as approximately equalling the insitu water pressure uo.
However, we do not

know

success of the method.

if

ID

by itself provides an adequate guideline for

For example, high E. values might indicate that the

sand will likely follow the deflation and provide some effective soil
pressure. As we and others gain experience we will provide additional
guidelines.

The annotated photo in Figure 5A-2(c) shows the additional equipment used
for the pw measurements in parts (a> and (b). To obtain an accurate U-reading
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requires some control of the venting deflation process as the membrane
reapproaches zero inflation and we have inserted an additional flow control
valve to control the final stage of the venting.

Our experiments indicate

that a deflation time of about 15 to 30 seconds between the B- and U-readings
gave acceptable results at this site. Because insitu water pressures usually
have low values, one needs to use a suitably sensitive gage to obtain a
suitably accurate U-reading. The 16 bar gage, and the 1.5 bar calibration
gage are suitable for this purpose.

Of course, adding a sensitive gage

requires putting a valve in the system to protect it against overload during
the deflation and then opening the valve manually (or automatically) when the
pressure drops within the range of the gage.

Campanella et. al. [ll report that similar type closure pore pressure
behavior has been observed with pressuremeter testing.

Jamiolkowski, et. al.

[13, Fig. 511 present an example. Some PAF self-boring pressuremeter testing
in New Orleans clay, as presented by J. Canou and M. Tumay [zI gave the
computed results shown in Figure 5A-3. These data show some scatter, but the
average of the PAF deflation closure pressures gave nearly the hydrostatic uo,
even though this pressuremeter testing took place in a soft, New Orleans clay.

Based on the aforementioned experiences, GPE makes the recommendation
that users of the DMT try this technique for themselves for the simple,
approximate measurement of u. in sands with ID 2 1.2. The total U-reading
procedure added about 1 minute to a DMT.

It should prove particularly useful

as a check on the usually assumed hydrostatic pore pressure condition (perched
water tables?, artesian layers?, transitions as in Fig. 5A-2(b)?) by
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performing the U-readings in sand layers. U-readings might also
sometimesprove useful to help define the position of a simple water table, for
example when the use of drilling mud makes borehole data uncertain or borings
are not available. Note:

Should insitu water pressure conditions differ

significantly from the hydrostatic assumed in most of the DMT data reduction
programs, then you should substitute your best estimate for the field-correct
water pressures into the calculations to give more accurate values for the
effective stresses used in the data reduction.

5B. DMT for Liquefaction Potential

Robertson and Campanella [61 have suggested a tentative correlation
between KD and liquefaction potential, as presented in Figure 5B-1.
Liquefaction potential decreases with increasing relative density, increasing
cementation, and also increasing K, values, all of which also increase KD -hence the correlation.

Other investigators have in the past, or are presently, looking into
possibilities of using the DMT for liquefaction evaluation. Professors G.
Leonards and J. Chameau at Purdue University currently have an NSF project to
study various insitu testing devices, including the DMT, for the evaluation of
liquefaction potential at field sites in California. Marchetti has also
written a paper discussing his then (1982) current views about the
possibilities of using KD to estimate liquefaction potential [51.
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SC. DMT for Control of Dynamic Compaction

The enclosed Figure SC-1 shows a recent advertisement by the GKN-Baker
Company describing a very large ground improvement project near Jacksonville,
FL at which hey used deep dynamic compaction (DDC) to improve the upper
approx. 30 ft. Although the engineers controlled the work using the CPT,
extensive DMT work provided the reference M modulus values against which they
correlated the CPT for control test purposes. Another dynamic compaction
engineer-contractor Geosystems Inc., also recently recently purchased DMT
equipment for control testing purposes.

The DMT appears to be a technically good, and economically practical tool
for checking the results of ground improvement work such as dynamic compaction
in sands. As an example of this, Table SC-1 presents some greatly condensed
results from a test area at the project illustrated in Figure SC-l. The
larger test area was divided into test sections, and in the first three of
these Baker obtained DMT and electric CPT data within the upper 20 to 27 ft
before and after DDC compaction (dropping a 33 ton weight from 105 ft>.

A number of observations seem possible that apply to the above site and
the DDC effect used:

First, the modulus and cone bearing improvement at pts.

midway between the DDC prints results from both increases in lateral stress
and densification. Secondly, the post DDC DMT Ko reaches an average limit of
about 1.3 irrespective of the initial K, condition. However, the average DMT
K0-
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at Test Section 2.

Thirdly, we have another example showing how the 1-D

modulus M from the DMT increased much more than the cone bearing capacity
increased, by a factor of about 2.3 at Test Section Nos. 2 and 3.

The

previous DIGEST items 3C and 4D noted the much greater instrument-displacement
soil disturbance effects of the CPT vs. the DMT.

This probably explains why

the DMT senses a much greater proportion of the modulus increase after dynamic
compaction than that reflected by CPT qcv values.

SD. Lower Bound Subnrade Modulus

DIGEST item 4G, with Figure 4G-1, suggested a way of using DMT data for
evaluating the horizontal subgrade modulus, kh.

Some readers have sent in

their comments to the effect that kh by this method appears to produce too-low
values. Most likely the problem results from the use of a secant modulus, as
illustrated in Figure 4G-1. The actual p-y curve may have a greater curvature
than illustrated in this figure, and probably reaches a limit pressure in most
cohesive soils. For such cases the suggested procedure would produce a kh
value considerably less than an initial tangent or a secant based on the
expansion of a thinner wedge.

The method suggested for kh in 4G thus can be

thought of as usually producing a lower bound value.

Assuming the above reasoning correct, then the method suggested in 4G.
would become less conservative as the soil volume and shear strain required
for failure are increased. In this case the DMT blade wedges the soil apart
without exceeding the limit pressure and more accurately reflects the initial
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tangent modulus.

Another reason for possible too-low kh values involves the Terzaghi
fcmula

suggested

in

4G. to reduce kh as size increases. Reductions by this

formula may or may not be excessive, but we do not know of data to suggest a
better formula.

5E. Tentative Use of ED = E75

in

Sands

Evidence has accumulated from 2 sources to suggest that the dilatometer
modulus, ED, may be used directly to estimate the equivalent secant Young's
modulus in NC sands at about the 25% strength degree of mobilization.
Campanella, et. al. [ll suggested this approximate relationship. M.
Jamiolkowski, et. al. [3, Table XIII1 has also reported similar findings from
recent calibration chamber tests by ENRL.
preliminary way, that

the

These tests also show, in a very

E25/ED ratio increases with OCR.

The results from

two tests with simple OCR = 2.7 and 5.4 suggest that the ratio equals
approximately 0.7 OCR.

Engineers usually require some equivalent Young's modulus, E, for the
calculation of deformations in sands and not the M currently determined from
the data reduction of DMTs (even though settlement predictions may be made
using M directly). Converting M to E involves another correlation step.
Going directly from ED to E in sands at least potentially improves the
accuracy of determining E and GPE recommends its preliminary use for sands
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with low OCR.

E25 represents a typical degree of mobilization in static load problems.
Lesser mobilization loadings (as in vibration transmission problems), or
greater (as in near-failure conditions) will of course require appropriate
modification of the ED-to-E25 ratio.

5F. GEOSPEC Article, Ground Engineering Ad

In case you have not seen them , you might find the enclosed 2 p. article
and 1 p. advertisement of interest.

5G. Marchetti Method for Friction Angle, K, and OCR

Calculation in Sands

Not Recommended

Marchetti did not have a DMT correlation for friction angle in sands in
his 1980 ASCE paper [41. Subsequently, he did develop a preliminary,
conservative method for estimating friction angle. However, this empirical
method produces very conservative results and GPE considers it generally
unsatisfactory. We recommend its use be completely discontinued. We use only
the method developed in 171, which is linked with Ko and OCR as discussed in
previous DIGESTS 1B. and 3D., and which appears to produce generally good
results in uncemented cohesionless soils.

The [71 method does require a measurement or estimate of the thrust
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required to advance the blade. Unfortunately, making such a measurement or
estimate is not always possible or convenient. However, we believe you must
make such a determination to permit the approximate separation of the
sand-strengthening effects of increased density (and therefore friction angle)
and increasing insitu effective stresses. In the absence of a measurement or
estimate of the thrust force or the measurement or estimate of blade end
bearing capacity,

91)

(which approximately = qc from the CPT), we presently

recommend not attempting a friction angle, K. and OCR prediction from the DMT
when ID exceeds

1.2. Marchetti had a very limited sand data base from which

he proposed his preliminary method and he strongly cautioned about its
preliminary nature. He also agrees to the superiority of the [71 method, as
do Jamiolkowski et.a1.[3, p. 571 indirectly by their favorable method 171
experience with K. predictions and no mention of the preliminary Marchetti
method.
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The DMT DIGEST editorial staff invites contributions from its readers
detailing test experience and/or helpful observations, for possible inclusion
in future issues. Please mail to:
DIGEST EDITOR
GPE, Inc.
4509 N.W. 23rd Avenue, Suite 19
Gainesville, FL 32606
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